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Any crop can be grown in a container. But some are 
easier than others. This guide will help you choose
which ones to try. Use it to guide your early growing, 
then experiment as you learn. Growing is as much
art as science, and rules are made to be broken...  
or at least bent a little!

Containers 
with water 
reservoirs
You can buy or make 
containers with water 
reservoirs (there are 
DIY ideas online). 
Some crops (marked 
with        ) produce 
significantly higher 
yields when they have 
access to a constant 
water supply from a 
reservoir. Reservoirs 
are also good if you’re 
growing somewhere 
that normal containers 
dry out quickly - like 
a hot climate or a 
sun drenched patio. 
But reservoirs are 
not essential: with 
careful watering, all 
crops can be grown in 
conventional containers.

What can you 
grow in containers?

The general rule is: the bigger the pot the bigger the crop. In particular, 
fruiting crops like tomatoes, runner beans and aubergines are more productive 
in bigger pots (16 – 20 inch diameter and up). The volume of the container is 
more important than the depth – but most crops (particularly root crops) do
best with the minimum depth detailed for each crop in this guide.

Container size?

6 – 8 hours sun 
(over half a day)

5 – 6 hours sun
(around half a day)

3 - 4 hours sun

easiest
(a good choice if 
you're a beginner)

easy a bit harder
(but worth a go one day!)

edible flowers will survive over winter
(in most countries) if sown in
late summer / early autumn

Benefit from a
water reservoir
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1. Observe your space to find out how much sun it gets

2. Think about what you love to eat. And what else you want to get out of your 
growing: do you want to save money, to create a beautiful space, to grow the 
most productive crops or to grow unusual crops to spice up your cooking?

3. Use the tables and ‘top crop’ selections in this guide to make a wishlist of 
crops to grow.

4. Make a short list of veg to grow for next season and sketch out a plan of 
when you’ll need to sow them (back of an envelope is fine).

5. See Vertical Veg’s ‘The Art of Growing in Small Spaces’ fact sheet for more 
information to help you get started.

6. That’s it!

How to use this guide



16 inches
40 cm

16 inches
40 cm

Tomato Chili Runner Beans Spring Onions

The number of plants you can grow  
productively in one container varies from crop 
to crop. This depends on how big the plant gets 
(above and below ground), and how hungry it is for 
food and water. This guide tells you how many to 
try in a 40 x 40cm (or 16 x 16 inch container).  
Adapt the numbers for smaller or larger containers.

Fruiting crops like tomatoes and courgettes
need lots of space to yield well. Leafy crops are
less critical –plant them close for small leaves,
further apart for bigger ones. Observe and 
experiment. You’ll be surprised by how many 
climbing beans you can cram in!

Number of plants per pot

1. Grow food you love to eat.

2. Select productive, fast growing, high value or hard to buy veg and herbs.

3. Grow crops with edible flowers to brighten your growing space and attract pollinating insects.

4. Choose crops that will give you more than one harvest. Tomatoes and chillies for example will fruit over 
several weeks. Most salads and herbs can be treated as ‘cut and come again’: harvest the outer leaves and 
the inner leaves will regrow. Root crops like carrots, on the other hand, can only be harvested once. 

Four ideas to make the most a small space.
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Some crops are less suitable for containers due to their size or the length of time 
they take to grow. These include: globe artichokes (huge), broccoli, brussels 
sprouts, cabbage & cauliflower (slow), parsnips and celeriac (large and slow). 
These may not be the best crops to try first. But any crop will grow in a container 
- so if you love them, don’t be deterred from giving them a try one day.

Start small 
and let your 
growing 
evolve

If you can resist the 
temptation of buying lots 
of seeds (which is not 
always easy!), start with 
a small selection and 
add a few more each 
year. Success is easier 
to cultivate if you let your 
growing evolve as
you learn.

Unsuitable crops for containers?

For most crops, starting from seed is the most economic and rewarding option.
• Salad, leafy vegetables, and root crops are easy - and usually best - to grow from seed. Buying them as plants 
is not usually cost effective (you need lots of plants).

• Fruiting crops like tomatoes are also easy to grow from seed. If you want to save space and time, buy them as 
small plants (you usually only need a few plants to fill a small space).

• Some herbs are difficult to grow from seed – this guide tells you which.

Most seeds can be started in trays or small pots – or on a bright window sill if it’s cold outside. Root 
vegetables, on the other hand, don’t like to be moved – so are best sown in their final container.

Different crops need sowing at different times, which vary depending on your climate. Download a sow-
ing calendar for your region or follow the instructions on the side of your seed packets.

Seed or plant?
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The amount of sun in your space determines what you can grow. Most crops do 
best in lots of sun; for some it’s essential. However, if your space does not have 
much sun, don’t despair: in this guide you’ll find a wide selection that will grow 
fine in 3 to 4 hours of sun a day. Look  out for this symbol

Sun and Shade

Not much sun
6 – 8 hours sun 
(over half a day)

5 – 6 hours sun
(around half a day)

3 - 4 hours sun

easiest
(a good choice if 
you're a beginner)

easy a bit harder
(but worth a go one day!)

edible flowers will survive over winter
(in most countries) if sown in
late summer / early autumn

Benefit from a
water reservoir



Top crops....

For productivity

Tomato
Runner beans
Chinese cabbage
French beans
Fat baby achocha

For winter
(sow in late summer/ 
early autumn) 

Cavelo nero
Landcress
Mooli
Winter purslane
Chard
Fat baby achocha

For beauty
(see also edible
flowers)

Bright lights or 
Rainbow chard
Fennel
Chilli
Cavelo nero
Runner beans
Blackcurrant sage

For quick crops

Pea shoots
Sunflower shoots
Radishes
Rocket
Chinese cabbage 
and mustards

For versatile herbs 
that are easy to grow

Mint
Chives
Parsley
Rosemary
Sage
Parsley

For a space with 
very little sun

Pea and bean shoots
Chinese cabbage
Mint
Chives
Parsley

For keen cooks - 
unusual herbs that
are hard to buy

Sorrel
Lovage
Chervil
Green perilla
Vietnamese coriander
Lemon verbena

For edible flowers

Nasturtium
Pot marigold (calendula)
Chives
Daylily (Hemerocallis)
Radish
Rocket
Viola

For an everlasting salad garden (perennial
crops that will return year after year)

Sorrel   Land cress
Salad burnet  Mint
Chives
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6 – 8 hours sun 
(over half a day)

5 – 6 hours sun
(around half a day)

3 - 4 hours sun

easiest
(a good choice if 
you're a beginner)

easy a bit harder
(but worth a go one day!)

edible flowers will survive over winter
(in most countries) if sown in
late summer / early autumn

Benefit from a
water reservoir

Key

Minimum sun needed

How easy?

Other symbols
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Sun? Easy?
Average
Weeks to
maturity?

Number
plants per 
16 x16
inch pot

Minimum
Suggested
Container
Depth 
inches
(cm)

Notes

Needs an early start,
sheltered spot & lots of sun.9 (22)120

Aubergine

Hard to get a good yield from 
containers.Baby leaves & 
growing tips are edible.Slow
in autumn for earlier crop.

9 (22)616
Beans, broad

Use climbing varieties to 
maximise vertical space. 
Attractive flowers.
* = climber, ^ = bush variety

9 (22)
8*

4
10

Beans, French

Needs plenty of water and
good support – build a wigwam.
Pretty flowers (used to grown
as an ornamental).

9 (22)810
Beans, runner

Sow thickly and eat thinnings. 
Edible leaves. 
*For baby beets ^ = larger beets.

9 (22)12Beetroot

Fast growing alternative to 
European broccolis

6 (15)4 - 89
Broccoli, Chinese

Fast growing alternative to 
European cabbages (wider 
spacing for larger leaves)

6 (15)4 - 89
Cabbage, Chinese

*Baby or finger carrots best 
in small spaces. Young 
leaves are edible.

9 (22)16*14Carrots, finger

Very pretty in pots. Versatile 
- use small leaves in salads, 
larger leaves for cooking.

8 (20)410
Chard, bright
lights

Need an early start and lots 
of sun.8 (20)324Chili

Need big pots, feeding, plenty 
of water & sun. Bush courgettes 
take up more space than 
climbing varieties. Tromboncino 
is a great climbing squash that 
tastes like courgettes.

10 (25)110

Courgettes /
summer squash

Climbing or bush varieties
available. Choose outdoor 
varieties unless growing
under cover.

9 (22)212
Cucumber

Fast growing climber. Alien-like 
spiky fruits taste like a cross 
between cucumber and 
peppers. Fun to grow.

8 (20)410
Fat baby
achocha

>

16*

6 >

Vegetables
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Sun? Easy?
Average
Weeks to
maturity?

Number
plants per 
16 x16
inch pot

Minimum
Suggested
Container
Depth
inches
(cm)

Notes

Edible leaves & bulb. Best sown 
after the longest day (mid June). 
Ornamental, frond-like leaves.

8 (22)614
Fennel

Slow grower – grow in
between another crop (eg 
salads) to maximise space.

6 (15)936
Garlic

Great winter crop. Some 
varieties (eg cavelo nero) look 
great, too. Small leaves
can be eaten in salads.

8 (20)16

Kale / cavelo
nero

Less well known, fast growing 
member of cabbage family.
Choose purple varieties for
autumn or winter harvesting.

8 (20)410
Kohlrabi

Leeks take over 20 weeks to fully 
mature – but you can harvest baby 
leeks in 12 weeks. * for baby leeks

8 (20)12
Leeks (baby)

A large white radish. Good 
winter crop. Edible leaves 
and root.

10 (25)812
Mooli

Good companion for 
carrots. Purple varieties.6 (15)1612

Onions, spring

Hard to get a worthwhile 
yield from containers.8 (20)814

Peas, podded

Higher yielding alternative 
to podded peas. Attractive 
flowers.

8 (20)814

Peas, mange
tout / snap

Choose an early ripening 
variety. Need warmth and 
shelter to grow well.

8 (20)324
Peppers

Choose '1st or 2nd Early' 
varieties for fast maturing crop. 
Water & feed well.

16 (40)313
Potatoes, early

Fast & prolific. Handy for growing
in empty spaces between crops. 
Leaves edible (sometimes a
bit hairy), as are the crunchy
seed pods.

6 (15)165

Radish

Grows best in cooler temps –
goes to seed fast when hot.8 (20)6 - 88

Spinach

12*

3

Vegetables
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Sun? Easy?
Average
Weeks to
maturity?

Number
plants per 
16 x16
inch pot

Minimum
Suggested
Container
Depth
inches
(cm)

Notes

Needs a big pot & feeding, 
Most are good climbers – trail 
up a sunny wall. Some
varieties, like red kuri, look 
good, too.frond-like leaves.

10 (25)114

Squash, Winter

Wind pollinated - tricky to get 
good yield. But they look good! 
Try growing climbing French 
beans up them.

8 (20)618
Sweetcorn

Needs warmth and sun. 
Daylength sensitive – you'll
need a variety adapted to the 
daylength in the region you live.

12 (30)16Sweet potato

Brilliant container crop but prone 
to blight. Choose early ripening, 
outdoor variety.
* = vine or bush
** = baby tumbling
(hanging basket variety)

8 (20)1*
3**

18
Tomato

Baby turnips are most effective
use of small space.8 (20)8

Turnip
12

2

Vegetables

Suggested planting depths, spacings and sun requirements are based on my experience and 
observations. These in turn have been informed by many sources including: Michael Guerra’s book,
The edible container garden, Mel Bartholomew’s book, Square foot gardening, and the Earthbox
growing guide.
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Sun? Easy? Notes

Tasty, often spicy leaves. Easy to grow and hardy. 
Great for mixed salads. Use larger leaves in stir fries. 
Can be sown in the early spring - but crops sown after 
the longest day are less likely to go to seed quickly.

Asian leaves: Green in the
snow, Red Giant, Serifon,
Mibuna, Mizuna.

Bitter leaves that come in a wide variety
of shapes and colours.

Endive & Chicory

Mild flavoured winter salad crop.
Lambs Lettuce / corn salad

Tastes like watercress. Perennial and 
good winter crop.

Land cress

Edible leaves (non hairy), tasty & edible root. 
Attractive pink flowers. Edible seed pods.

Leaf radish / purple saisai

Hundreds of varieties. Some colourful / ornamental.

Leaves, flowers & seed pods are all edible. Bush and
trailing forms. Supremely cheerful crop!

Nasturtium

Fast growing varieties available. Good in salads & 
stir fry. NB: Slugs love it.

Pak Choi

Very easy, super fast crop. Can be grown from dried 
peas sold for cooking. Tastes great, like peas! 
Tendrils look pretty. Add to salads or stir fries. Broad 
beans and ful medames can be grown as shoots in 
the same way.

Pea shoots, 
broad bean shoots

Edible flower petals - tangerine flavour. Leaves 
inedible. A completely different plant from 
French Marigolds.

Pot Marigold (calendula)

Mild flavour, a bit like spinach. Some varieties
have vivid magenta leaves.Red orach

Fast growing, best sown in early spring and after the
summer solstice (goes to seed fast in early summer).

Rocket

Ornamental leaves – can be eaten small in salads or 
left to mature for cooking.

Russian kale

Lettuce

(some varieties           )

Salads
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Sun? Easy? Notes

A wild flower. Leaves are pretty and have a
cucumber flavour. Add sparingly to salads. Perennial.

Salad burnet

Unusual – salty & crunchy, similar to samphire. 
Seeds have very short life span and can be tricky
to germinate - but then grows easily.

Salsola

Distinctive lemony taste in salads – best used in 
moderation. Can also be cooked – goes well with 
fish & eggs. Handy container crop because it keeps 
coming back, year after year (ie perennial).

Sorrel

Good summer salad. Succulent leaves. Tiny seeds.Summer purslane

Fast growing, with nutty, succulent taste. Eat 
before second pair of leaves appear (these taste 
bitter). Can be grown from sunflower seeds sold 
for sprouting.

Sunflower shoots

Unusual and tasty. High yielding if grown in a 
sunny spot.

Texel greens

Tiny seeds. Succulent leaf – good contrast to the 
spicy winter leaves.

Winter purslane (or claytonia)

Salads

Container depth
Most salads will grow fine in 5 – 8 inches (10 - 20cm) soil.

Spacing
Plant between 2 – 6 inches (5 - 15cm) apart, depending on the leaf size you want (further apart
for larger leaves.)
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Sun? Easy? Seed or
Plant?

Notes

Needs warmth for seed to germinate and grow 
well. Doesn’t like wet roots at night so water in
the morning.

SeedBasil

One bush will supply as many leaves as you need all 
year round. Hard to grow from cuttings. Ornamental.PlantBay

Sage with a strong blackcurrant flavour. Flowers
profusely and attractively for several months.Plant

Blackcurrant sage

Tastes a bit like parsley with an aniseed twist. Pretty,
lacy leaves. Needs shade at midday.Seed

Chervil

Hardy. Will return year after year once established.
Edible flowers – that bees also love.Seed

Chives

Roots, leaves and seeds all edible. Goes to seed easily so 
sow regularly for constant leaf supply. Autumn and early 
spring sowings are best. Will survive light frosts. Flowers
attract beneficial insects. The green seeds are delicious.

Seed
Coriander

Fast growing herb. Ornamental yellow flowers, pretty
leaves. Sow regularly for a constant supply.

Seed
Dill

Finely trim base of shop bought stalks and plant in 
gritty compost in May. Once established plant outside 
in June / July and harvest in September.

Cutting
Lemon grass

Wonderful herb for tea. Tender, bring in over winter.PlantLemon Verbena

Vigorous herb, celery flavours. Add sparingly to salads.Seed
Lovage

Seeds slow to germinate but easy to grow
once established. Flowers and goes to seed
in its second year.

Seed
Parsley

Great herb for containers – hard (but not impossible!)
to kill. Small varieties available for containers.Plant

Rosemary

Many varieties – taste before you buy. Avoid growing
more than one variety in each pot. Vigorous. Moroccan
& Garden mint are good for cooking..

Plant
Mint

Herbs
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Sun? Easy? Seed or
Plant?

Notes

Easy to grow and resilient in containers.Either
Sage

An ancient herb that goes well with beans and pulses.PlantSavory

A tasty, aromatic herb that is grown like basil and can 
be used in similar ways. Widely used in Japan.

SeedShiso, green

French tarragon is superior in flavour to
Russian tarragon.CuttingTarragon

Similar needs to normal basil.SeedThai Basil

Many varieties – taste to find one you like.Cutting
Thyme

Easy and prolific oriental herb – pungent and unique
flavour (very different to normal coriander). Tender:
bring inside before first frost.

Cutting

Vietnamese
Coriander

Herbs

Minimum container depth

Most herbs will grow OK in 5 - 8 inches (12 - 18cm) of soil, but larger herbs like rosemary and bay will be 
happier in something deeper, 10 - 14 inches deep (25- 35cm)

Spacing

Most herbs are happy growing fairly close together (maybe 6 inches between plants - but there’s no rule 
here). Experiment - and leave a wider spacing if you want bigger plants. 

Seed or plant?

Seed = herbs that are easy to grow from seed.
Plant = herbs that are best bought as plants - or by taking a cutting.

Water

          = herbs that like to be kept well watered. These are easiest to look after in a container with a water 
reservoir  (see page 2). All the other herbs like a soil that drains well - add 20-30% sand or perlite to your 
growing mix to improve drainage.

6 – 8 hours sun 
(over half a day)

5 – 6 hours sun
(around half a day)

3 - 4 hours sun

easiest
(a good choice if 
you're a beginner)

easy a bit harder
(but worth a go one day!)

edible flowers will survive over winter
(in most countries) if sown in
late summer / early autumn

Benefit from a
water reservoir
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